STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated,
charting, multi-platinum selling recording artist,
composer, producer, researcher, author and pioneering
sound healer.
Halpern recently celebrated his 45th anniversary
(1975-2020) as a founding father of New Age music. His
DEEP ALPHA (Brainwave Entrainment Music for Relaxation,
Healing and Meditation) was a 2012 Grammy® nominee, with 57 weeks on the
Billboard Top Ten New Age chart.
Steven’s atmospheric compositions pioneered a new genre of mindful
meditation music with his first recording, CHAKRA SUITE.
Landmark brainwave biofeedback and aura photography research in 1973
and 1977 documented that Halpern’s Non-Predictive™ compositions were
significantly more effective at evoking the listener’s relaxation response
and alpha and theta brain states than any other music tested.
Steven’s healing music is used worldwide in leading health and healing
centers, corporate wellness programs, destination spas, schools and homes.
Steven has had several deeply impactful past-life readings with Shirley
MacLaine’s psychic, Kevin Ryerson and his spirit guide, Ahtun Re. These and
other readings all describe key lifetimes in ancient Egypt working with healing
music and mantras in the temples. Many of his recordings are channeled
spontaneously in the studio, and he has always acknowledged his connection
to higher dimensional ‘co-composers.’
Steven Halpern and his work have been covered in The New York Times,
Los Angeles Times, San Francisco Chronicle,
ABCNews.com, BBC, Prevention Magazine, and
hundreds of interviews, including Gaia.com
(Great Minds Series).

StevenHalpernMusic.com
Subscribe to my channel: YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic
Please share the link with your friends and associates

HIGHER GROUND includes the first prime time demonstration of the
power of brainwave entrainment plus healing music.
In 1991, 48 HOURS producers were developing what they
said would the be the definitive, positive perspective on
New Age healing techniques. They called me and said,
“Everyone says you’re the leading expert in the field. We
need to include you in our program.”
The crew, along with producer Tim Clifford and host
Victoria Corderi, arrived at my home at 8 AM. They filmed
me meditating with my crystal bowls, then interviewed me
quite extensively.
We drove an hour to the studio, where I spontaneously
improvised, overdubbed and edited an entire new composition right in front of their eyes and ears.

w/Victoria Corderi

Then I demonstrated how I could add brainwave entrainment
technology to deepen and fine tune the effects of the music itself.
It blew the producer’s mind. I visualized this music uplifting millions of
viewers in prime time. Alas, his superiors deemed the segment ‘too
powerful for tv’ and most of the amazing footage wound up on the
cutting room floor. They also cut all the essential information I shared in
the interview about consciousness, healing and brainwave entrainment.
Thirty years later, brainwave entrainment is a large and growing
niche online.

Music that Balances the Heart-Brain Connection
Your heart-brain electromagnetic energy field bio-entrains with the
electro-magnetic fields of the Earth, known as the Schumann Resonance.
Being in this balanced state empowers your meditations, and supports
your innate intelligence and immune system.
Most music is too ‘busy’ to balance your brainwaves. A familiar melody or
chord progression engages your analytical left brain, which overpowers
your right hemisphere. This keeps you out of the alpha brainwave state.
My music, on the other hand, allows both hemispheres of your brain to
come into balance. I compose from a mindful place of peace, in “the gap
between thoughts,” as Deepak Chopra describes the state.
Listen with headphones to receive the full psycho-acoustic effects.

CHAKRA SUITE

ANCIENT ECHOES

DEEP THETA

COMMUNION is a collaboration with unseen ‘co-composers’. During my
first tour of Europe in 1980, I met film maker Brenda Winkler, and then lost
touch. Seven years later, out of the blue, she called and said she was now an
ET liaison who was working with the legendary UFO contactee, Billy Meier.
“I bring a message from some old friends from far away…the Pleiadians.”
They say they were with you in the redwood grove during the meditation
when you ‘heard’ the new music.”
I had never publicly described the scene, so I asked for proof. She sent
a photo that blew my mind. It was spot on.
Now that she had my attention, she continued, “They want to channel
the new music.” That was the beginning of an amazing series of close
encounters.
Dr. Fred Bell, former NASA scientist, inventor and Pleiadian contactee
dropped in on me at the studio by surprise. We recorded this track together
to encode higher dimensional frequencies into the music.
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CRYSTAL CHALICE and CRYSTAL CAVE feature quartz crystal singing
bowls. Used ceremonially in ancient Egypt, their rediscovery in 1987
opened a new dimension of sound healing.
ANCIENT ECHOES – In 1978, I had a spontaneous past-life experience
that occurred in the recording studio. While saying
goodnight to Georgia Kelly and the engineer, a chant
began to emerge from my throat. I said, “We need to
turn the equipment back on to record this.”
The elongated vowel sounds created sacred space.
Georgia tuned into the vibe and together, we brought
an ancient ceremonial chant back into the world.
Close your eyes, and you may see a procession of
white-robed priests and priestesses at the Temple of
Karnak, as I did that night.

Karnak Temple,
Luxor, Egypt 1980

It was the ideal choice to end the album on such a high note.

“HIGHER GROUND always creates a safe and sound environment
that helps those in my workshops to have deeper,
more impactful past- life experiences.”
— DR. BRIAN WEISS, #1 bestselling author, Many Lives, Many Masters

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
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Higher Ground, Pt.1
48 HOURS
Higher Ground, Pt. 2
Higher Ground, Pt. 3
Communion/Attunement
Higher Ground, Pt. 4
Past Life Memories

5:39
5.51
5:31
8:27
4:21
5:33
6:06

8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Crystal Cave
Crystal Chalice
Pleiadian Connection
Voyager
Life After Life
Ancient Echoes
Total running time:

4:12
5:08
7:12
4:13
5:19
4:29
72:34

PRODUCED by STEVEN HALPERN
STEVEN HALPERN: All keyboards, Rhodes electric piano, crystal bowls
Georgia Kelly: Harp • Jorge Alfano: Shakuhachi bamboo flute
Brenda Winkler: Pleiadian channel • Fred Bell: synthesizer effects
© 1992, 2021 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI)
q 1992, 2021 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music® All rights reserved.
Special thanks to the 48 HOURS crew: Tim Clifford (Producer),
Victoria Corderi (Host), and the camera crew
Thanks also to Suzanne Doucet & Melanie Jordin,
Dr. J.J. Hurtak, Andrija Puharich, Greta Woodrew & The Ogatta Group
Recorded at The Music Annex – Menlo Park, CA and
Banquet Studios – Medford, OR
Recording Engineers: Roger Wiersma & Robert Iriartborde and
Warren Kahn (Banquet Studios) – Medford, OR
Cover painting: Rick Faist “Changing Color Line” ©1987

“Like a tuning fork for the brain ,™ HIGHER GROUND combines healing music
and brainwave entrainment to orchestrate a higher coherence,
deep alpha state of mindfulness, meditation and inner peace. “
— As seen on 48 HOURS “Secrets of Sedona” (CBS-TV)
HIGHER GROUND has transported tens of thousands of individuals into deep states
of meditation, and it can do the same for you. Shortly after this album was released,
Dr. Brian Weiss, New York Times #1 best-selling author of Many Lives, Many Masters
began using this album in his Hay House programs exploring past-life experiences.
Why is this album so universally effective, and one of my all-time favorites?
From the moment I first turned on my new synthesizer in the
recording studio, its unique tonal palette catapulted me into an
instantaneous altered state. As if receiving an audio download on
the inner planes, I ‘heard’ the entire main theme in an instant.
HIGHER GROUND also features the spontaneous composition
I recorded live in 1991 while being filmed for a CBS-TV 48 HOURS
documentary on New Age healing modalities. The producer was
blown away by the immediately noticeable effects when I added
brainwave entrainment tones to the mix.
Alas, most of my interview and music never made it on the air.
But now you can hear what you missed on this major prime time program.
STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated
and
charting recording artist, composer,
researcher and visionary sound healer. He is a
founding father of New Age music.
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